Hook Norton Community Land Trust

After an intense period of community engagement and
consultation meetings which were creative, lively yet always good
humoured Charlie Luxton Design have arrived at a set of designs
that are both exciting and practical. The consultation meetings
were enlivened by a large scale model of the houses and site that
really helped to visualise the ideas.
Working with the many constraints of a small unusual shaped site,
Charlie Luxton Design came up with three different design options
that were voted on by members of the community that have
expressed interest in living in the homes. They voted for their
favourite option and two designs emerged as equally popular so
both were cleverly incorporated into a creative and practical
solution that made the most of everyone’s input.
There are two terraces made up of one, two and three bedroomed
homes arranged around a shared landscaped area that suggests a
village green. The details of the landscaping will be worked out at
a later stage but everyone was in agreement that the whole site
should contain mature planting that encourages wildlife. Trees and
hedges could also be used to improve the appearance of
amenities like parking bays and bin areas.
At the heart of the site is the communal building which could play
an important role in helping the community to thrive by providing a
hub of activities not replicated in the village. A separate
consultation was held to discover how best it might be used and
imaginative ideas that came up included a community run cafe and
crèche in the main space that would be open for most of the day, a
communal laundry in a smaller area and a well equipped workshop
that would be available for hire. Part of the building will be used
for two spare bedrooms with bathrooms that can be booked for

visiting guests, which will enable the homes to be smaller by
reducing the need for under-used spare bedrooms.
The houses and the community building all have solar pv panels
to make the most of the SW aspect and will be built to Passiv Haus
standards, which means they will be as air tight as possible and
require minimal heating. The site is planned to be on it’s own micro
grid designed by the Low Carbon Hub.
By the time you read this newsletter the planning application will
have been submitted and we will have shared the designs with the
wider community at a drop in exhibition at the Memorial Hall. While
we wait for the outcome of the planning decision the financial case
will be developed in detail in preparation for the launch of a
community share offer.
A long and intensive period of energetic work from everyone
involved with the project including the community has really come
together and is about to propel the project into the next set of
challenges that will result in the first phase of the build. It’s so
exciting to see the vision and ideas of the community transforming
into reality.
Cathy Ryan
Chair, Hook Norton Community Land Trust
Community Engagement Project Manager.
catherine.ryan@lowcarbonhub.org

Note:
All levels and dimensions to be site surveyed and confirmed by the contractor. See
also architectural details, mechanical and electrical intent layout and structural
engineers drawings and specifications. Door and windows manufacturer to
produce shop drawings for comment before manufacture.
All details are intent only, to be finalised by the contractor. Drawings subject to
statutory approvals.
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Do not scale off this drawing. This drawing is to be read with all other contract documents. Any discrepancies are
to be reported to the Architect. At construction status, this drawing remains design intent only. All information to
be checked by contractor for site accuracy and fit. Drawings are subject to statutory approvals and site surveys.
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